Stepping Up and Stepping Down

Step-ping up and step-ping down. Line to space we go (two-three-four).

Duck Under

Step-ping up and step-ping down. White keys in a row (two-three-four).
Rest in left, rest in left. In the right we cling on tight.
Three Five One

Three five, thirty five, three one, thirty one. They play line notes, Three five one.

Two four, twenty four, they like spaces more. Odd numbers back again, Three five one.
Skip one white key, skip one finger. Skip on line notes, change that now!

Edgeline

Duck Under

Skip one white key, stretch one finger. Skip on space notes, change that now!
The Elephant

Hey ho, Hey dy ho, The great big elephant is so slow, He

swings his trunk from side to side as he takes the little kids for a ride.
That Feline!

Bot - tom pair in treb - le clef, Edge-line E and First-space F,
Who are these we won - der. Duck and Cat go un - der.
Doub - le keys, in their place,

Mid - dle pair and D line. Se - cond line and se - cond space,
End - ing with that fe - line!
Melody In Treble Clef

Double keys and middle pair. Bottom pair and seconds.

Highest pair and D line. Melody in treble clef.
Bottom Pair and Double Keys

Bot-tom pair and dou-ble keys, Space and line, space and line. Bot-tom pair and un-der-neck. D-line climb, down this time. How are you, I'm feel-ing fine.
Keep Out Of Trouble

Bottoms and seconds, top keys and middle, Bottoms and middles,

D down to double. Line notes and space notes, Keep out of trouble!
Treble Melody

Double keys and middle pair.

Bottom pair and doubles. Bottom pair and underneath.

Keeping out of troubles. Pair on top and line for D. Playing treble melody.
If you keep trying you find that it’s true. Playing in treble is easy to do.

Top pair and D-line and middles for you. Bottoms and doubles and underneath too.
I Can Reach the Ceiling

I can reach the ceiling down in the basement.

I can reach this top note G, down in the bass.